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I couldn't believe the time had come to go to the Woodlands. We arrived on Thursday afternoon.  My 
teammate & bud, Micah aka "The Beast Bobo" had accompanied me.  We picked up our packets 
without any problems at the expo, spoke with Outrival about the course & even sampled a few Bonk 
Breakers- we decided Apple Pie was Yum!! We ran a few errands, found our hotel & met up with the 
rest of NET for the Athlete's Dinner & Mandatory Meeting. I don't think any of us paid much attention to 
what they were saying because we couldn't unders tand a word of it due to our seating but we were 
provided with quite the entertainment thanks to Lil Willie P. after 3 pieces of chocolate cake:-) We made 
plans to meet in the AM for our Practice Swim & then a brief ride to check our bikes before racking 
them.  On Friday am, the water temp. of the lake was almost 76 degrees. I was so anxious about this 
part of the triathlon. Surprisingly, the water felt great & the swim was decent enough to help calm me 
for the time being.  After our swim we took a leisure stroll through some nearby neighborhoods. Micah 
& I both discovered that our Cateye's(bike GPS) weren't properly working & for 2 girls that hone in on 
their numbers for training, we were not happy. Once I realized that I had my front wheel on backwards 
from what it had originally been, thus causing my equipment not to work properly, I pulled off to change 
it.   At this time, my situation went from bad to worse because I completely broke my CatEye off the 
wheel- just great!! Thankfully though, everything else seemed to be in working order so we headed to 
transition to rack our bikes and turn in our running & bike gear.  I found a very helpful volunteer that 
gave me some zip ties and we saw the McMorries family there.  At this time, I took complete 
advantage of Kyle being there, and asked him to lend me a hand with my bike since my PitStop 
crew(aka- my hubby) wouldn't be arriving until late that night and we had to have our bikes checked in 
by 3:00pm.  Kyle got my equipment back in working order & Micah's too. Thank you NET!  At this 
point, we headed to the hotel to rest because even though we came Thursday so that we could rest 
Friday, we found ourselves very busy-whew! Who knew so much preparation went into one of these 
things.  We had plans for Jason's Deli that evening so that we could carb. load and socialize before race 
day.  At the hotel, we saw a man that felt like he needed to warn us of the gators in Lake Woodland- 
really Sir?? I told him thankfully I was from Louisiana and hadn't seen many gators while swimming in 
lakes/creeks except at night but he said if I was a Cajun girl then I was used to wrestling them-lol- yeah 
right!  The rest of the evening was great- my Aunt met us for dinner and then we checked into the 
Woodlands Resort.  It was a great place except that a non- driving housewife in a Chevy 4 door truck 
should not be trying to park in such a congested place and my room key wouldn't allow me into one of 
my rooms.  I finally got both taken care of and some more of my sweet family came around 9:30pm 
with my hubby & kiddo arriving around 11pm.  It didn't bother me that they were coming in so late- it's 
not like any one can really sleep the night before race day and I was more than ready to see them!  I 
finally laid down to sleep and realized I didn't have my watch laid out that I wanted to use to keep track 
of my total time for race day so I got up to search for it, when I found my timing chip- YIKES!! Thank 
goodness I got up right! Who knew where the watch disappeared to but I ran over everything in my 
head again, hoping not to forget anything this time.  I actually slept great from midnight to 5am.  I got 
up like I usually do for early morning workouts- ate breakfast, dressed in my tri gear for the day, grabbed 
my waters and nutrition, used the bathroom what felt like a hundred times & then went to get the car.  
Some of my family went with me to transition and then off to the swim start. My hubby chauffeured me 
around that morning.  He dropped me at transition and I ran to put my Garmin in my running bag- I 
wanted to check my gear anyway since Morrow had mentioned at dinner the night before that someone 
said- "I hope I didn't put my running shoes in my bike bag & vice versa."  I certainly didn't want to run a 
marathon in bike cleats so once I confirmed I placed the right shoes in the right bag, I was off to find my 



bike.  I loaded that thing with over a 1000 calories in nutrition for my ride and aired up my tires- I was 
already proud because my hubby takes such good care of me that I'm a diva, and rarely doI have to air 
up my own bike tires or do any minor bike maintenance alone.  Over the course of 6 months, I watched 
several videos on how to change a bike tire, practiced it a few times, but was still so nervous about 
having a flat on the course or my chain fall off or any other thing go wrong, but I didn't have much time 
to fret this am- I had to boogie to the swim start. The sight of almost 3000 bikes lined up was crazy 
though and transition was mayhem. I got out of there as quick as I could & then went to Northshore 
Park.  

At the swim start, parking was very easy. We walked into the park and I put my family in line for the 
restroom for me while I got body marked with my race number.  This suddenly made it very real.  
There was a girl dressed in Scuba gear with a sign that read "Swim Lessons $140.6" - Too funny- love 
people with a sense of humor! I had to explain to my Aunt and Mom why that was funny-how 140.6 was 
the total miles we’d be doing that day.  I then used the bathroom quickly and headed to the swings to 
meet the NET crew.  We had about 30 minutes before starting and they reported that the water temp. 
was almost 77degrees today- can we say "Thank you Jesus!"  I am a wienie about swimming in cold 
water and I was dreading a cold 2 hour swim but 77 degrees made me happy happy happy. To my 
surprise, my brother, SIL and nephew made the swim start so I got some sweet sugars from my Chan 
Man- this helped to distract me briefly.  As they made the call for athletes to make their way to the 
water, I started to freak out a bit.  I saw my Amazing trainer gearing up in her Speed Suit- I tried talking 
rationally to myself- "Ok, my pregnant trainer is about to do the swim & the bike ride- you can do this! 
You will survive." But wait- what's rational about a 7 month pregnant lady swimming 2.4 miles for fun 
with 3000 people & then riding 112 miles- ABSOLUTELY nothing!! Somehow I found comfort in knowing 
if she was doing it, I'd be fine, I can do this.  When the National Anthem played, the anxiety became 
tenfold and the emotions started-excitement and fear!  Thankfully I was with Micah, Jessica & Kasey 
and we decided to wait as long as we could before getting in the water.  Jessica had bible scriptures 
written on her and one read "When you go into troubled waters, I will be with you Isa. 43:2"- that was 
exactly what I needed to read.  I kept telling myself this over and over.  The professionals took their 
mark and headed out for their swim.  It was 6:57 when we got into the water.  I lost sight of Jessica 
first and then Micah.  Kasey and I stayed pretty close and we were at the very back.  The cannon shot 
off at 7am and it looked like a bunch of coy fish at the zoo trying to bob for dog food- what was I doing 
here??? Oh well- no time for this now- Start swimming!! I always sing the Nemo song to myself on long 
swims-"Just Keep Swimming, just keep swimming, that 's what we do we swim,swim"- product of too 
many road trips with Nemo in the background.  I used the first few yards to get in warm up strokes and 
realized quickly that my goggles were leaking.  I tried to ignore it but I had to stop 3 times and clear 
them.  How was I going to swim like this for over an hour and a half.  I finally made it to a floating 
dock that you can grab without penalty and readjusted my glasses, as I prayed for them to cooperate.  I 
was only about 200yds at this time.  I had already seen a guy floating on his back and waiting for a 
rescue kayak- not too comforting.  I was very pleased to see 2 other athletes waiting by his side 
though.  The course was adequately staffed with boats, kayaks, even air patrol for rescues.  I tried to 
find my groove and knew I had 1500 yds out, 100 yards over, 1400 yds back and then the waterway 
canal.  The swim out was uneventful after I adjusted my goggles.  When I made the first turn buoy, I 
felt the water immediately get cooler- Ok Lord, I'm here in troubled waters- I know you are with me, I 
told myself.  The water was choppy today. Every time I turned right to breathe I gulped in water- in 
fact, I needed to use the bathroom in transition due to all of my unwanted hydration in the lake.  It was 
hard to get in a groove.  I think twice, in the entire swim I made 10 strokes without getting slapped or 
kicked- thankfully, none of them were bad, but people were everywhere.  The swim back in went 
quickly.  Once we turned toward the waterway canal, instantly you started to see people again and 



hear them yelling.  The course started to narrow and it was easier to site. By this time, all of the 
wetsuit folks were starting to blow pass me.  I thought that I finally found my groove when I realized a 
few people were standing up walking- uh oh- had I gone off course??? No, just some swimmers had 
decided to advance on their feet in the waterway.  I got over to the left and continued to swim, eager 
to see the T3 buoy, knowing that the swim would be almost complete there.  The canal was just like 
the coy fish at the zoo all over again- swimmers guppying around everywhere.  I saw a few NET 
supporters and waved to them on a stroke.  I knew we were close now because we swam under the 
bridge by transition area.  I kept breathing on my left side for some reason here and low and behold, I 
caught a glimpse of my hubby with the video camera- sure hope it was him because I winked and 
waved.  I finally saw the T3 buoy and started to sprint to the stairs.  Darn it!!- Elbow to the face at the 
steps! Seriously??? I almost made it out of the water without a blow to the head. Up the stairs I went 
and I heard my family cheering!  Yay!!! I made it out alive, my watch said 53 minutes- yeah- I know 
that's wrong- I scanned quickly for my hubby to see if he could yell to me my swim time but I couldn't 
find him. Oh well- on to the ride.  

I walk into the transition tent and found my fearless leader.  It was great to see Becky.  She said the 
swim was awful and she had told herself she wasn't going to ride but there she was all geared up.  I 
was excited- the time we came down to ride the route, Becky smoked it out!!  I told her, this was 
perfect, she could pace me;-)  Somehow she snuck out a few minutes before me but I hustled along to 
get my wheels.  Have I mentioned how awesome the volunteers are yet?  Man they treat you like 
royalty- placing your shades on, getting your cleats out- they rock!!! I ran out of the tent and headed to 
my bike when I heard a familiar voice- it was my Sole Sis!! I wasn't expecting her until the run so this 
made me super excited!! She was so pumped so it motivated me even more!! I shoved a Bonk breaker in 
my mouth and stuffed nutrition in every pocket I had, waved bye to Carmen and blew a kiss towards my 
family.  As I drove off, I hear my Mom screaming- "Go Enjoy that ride Baby Girl"- tear, she was so 
happy!! Love having my cheerleaders there and I saw Becky as we were pulling out! 

The ride out of the Woodlands was a blur-all I remember is people everywhere.  I was still so excited to 
have seen my family and be out of the water, that I had rode several miles before I realized I hadn't 
reset my Cat Eye on my bike to keep track of my total ride time. Ok Lord, I hear you- Quit focusing on 
your time equipment & just do the best you can.  I set in comfortably in my saddle.  I knew to go 
faster out because our Coach had warned us the wind and the hills would catch us on the way back.  I 
stayed in aero and rode pretty comfortably at 17-19mph.  This was great for me- I needed a 16mph 
average to get my ride in 7 hours.  There were law officers at every traffic light and intersection.  It 
was incredible to see how much planning had gone into this event.   The first few aid stations came 
and went quickly.  I had no idea how I was doing- I hadn't seen any of my teammates either.  The fans 
were still many on the bike route.  Kids were hanging out of car windows cheering for us.  I just kept 
with my nutrition plan and refilled my water at every aid station.  The volunteers make it as easy as 
possible for you to grab and go on the bike.   I had figured out that I was about 7 miles out on my bike 
when I reset my cateye so I could at least better gauge my total ride time now. The course was marked 
every 10 miles too so this helped. The first few hours went by fast.  It was somewhere between mile 
40-50 that I saw Crocodile Dundee on the course. This guy was hysterical- he had on white women's 
bikini bottoms with polka dots, a pink boa, cowboy hat & boots-lol.  I certainly wasn't expecting that, 
but it sure did make me crack up:-)  I finally saw a NET person on the route- yippee- it was Morrow aka 
"Fish".  We talked briefly- she had a great swim, which I knew that she would.  I wished her happy 
riding and continued on.  My plan was to stop at mile 60 and use the port a potty and stretch, then to 
finish the ride without stopping.  By this time, the adrenaline had worn off, the heat was coming on, 
the wind was picking up, and the hills were nearby. Nutrition was going well though.  I was getting 



ready to put my bag of fig newtons in my bike bag so I could grab them easier when I felt something fall 
out- dang- there went my 10 fig newtons- 2 hours of nutrition.  I didn't panic though- Becky had told us 
to think through these things.  I just decided I would start grabbing food now at all the aid stations too.  
I had grabbed a half of a banana about mile 20 but ugh... I kept belching that thing- it was gross so I 
decided I'd grab bonk breaker bars the next few stations.  At mile 60, this was the special needs 
station- too bad I opted not to pack extra nutrition or it would have come in useful here.   I did see 
another NET person again- Kasey- Yay!! She looked great- we used the bathroom and chatted a few 
minutes then she headed out.  I finished stretching and got back on my bike.  This stop was very 
refreshing- it helped with all of the tender areas that were starting to bother me.  I headed off to meet 
the relentless wind.  My time had slowed tremendously.  I still felt good but I was going nowhere fast.  
I just kept pedaling though.  I started playing games seeing if the aero position really made you faster - 
in aero, out of aero- Yep, aero was faster!  I also started singing a song in my head.  This always 
happens on the bike.  Last time it was “Bicycle by Queen-“I want to ride my bicycle, I want to ride my 
bike, BICYCLE BICYCLE.”  I was pleading for that one not to get stuck in there again.  This time it was 
"the heat is ooon, the heat is ooon, tell me can you feel it, tell me can you feel it, the heat is on”-this 
was at least a little better.  After realizing I didn't know all of the words, I just continued to repeat the 
chorus.  I saw Crocodile Dundee again on the route- made me laugh again.  I only passed 2 snakes- 
both dead thankfully, realized that we had passed 2 railroad tracks by now and Becky said there were 3.  
I didn't know the course well but recognized several areas since we had all ridden it once before.  
Going up a hill, there was a rider in front of me with a white onesie on with black zebra stripes and the 
words "Giggem" on the behind- now I was not going to look at this for the rest of the route- where's the 
Tiger Love at here!  I finally made it to mile 80 and was starting to get excited because I had seen Ms. 
Terry Cawley at the swim start that morning and she said to look for her at mile 90 so we were getting 
close and I was ready to see a familiar face. We had made it past most of the hills at this time so my 
pace was picking back up.  I made it past mile 90 and never found Ms. Terry:-(  I found out later her 
kiddos were cooking on that ride so maybe she headed to the run-they finished earlier than us.  Out of 
nowhere though, came an encouraging-"Go Misty!!"  Well hey, who knows me here- oh it's Clayton, 
another NET athlete.  I didn't recognize him until I had past but I sure was happy to have his cheers.  
A few of the volunteers on course would say funny things like, "I can see the determination in your eyes, 
you want to win this thing, you can do it" or “Water, Perform, Words of Encouragement"- lol, I'll take 
words of encouragement every time please.   I do remember the aid station between 90-100 miles 
took FOREVER!! I was thirsty, hot & tired.  I didn't want to get off the bike again but I really had to use 
the bathroom, so I tried to make it fast. I saw an athlete fall off her bike here.  I felt sad for her- I think 
that she was okay though.  The volunteers were there to assist her.  I got on my bike and was ready 
to finish this portion.  Then there went "The Beast Bobo" like a flash of lightning- "Hey Bobo" I yelled, 
but she didn't hear me.  I started pushing it to catch her and finally after about 5 miles I was close 
enough she could hear me.  She said she enjoyed her swim but was trying to push on her bike to make 
up lost time so we decided to keep pushing to the end.  I saw a spectator with a M&M shirt and a blow 
up man doll that she had wave at us- funny!  I had seen her once earlier on the bike route too.  We 
finally turned back into the Woodlands and the adrenaline was starting to surge again.  We made a 
turn and I saw more Fans- there was my Hammer Girls & Hill!!  I knew they were down there but had 
no idea where- what a great surprise!!! Their cheers got me pumping my legs- I needed that!  A little 
further down I saw my hubby and brother- YAY!!! Loved their cheers also!! I finally pulled into transition 
and I heard my Mom again;-)  Micah had pulled in before me but I found her in dismount.  We saw 
her family cheering for us and a volunteer met us to take our bikes.  I grabbed my run gear bag and 
head to Transition when I rounded the corner and saw my SIL with my baby boy- Tear again- Mommy 
was happy to see her baby!! Thank you Kys for your perfect placement!  He gave me a sweet kiss and I 
headed into the tent.   



Once again, the volunteers were incredible- applying our race belts, helping with shoes, packing our bike 
gear up.  They grabbed us water and ice.  I was so happy to see Bobo and know that we were on our 
last event.  We headed out of transition together to start our run.  We found out in transition it was 
almost 4pm and I then realized I was on track to meet my goal.  I had 5 hours to run a marathon and 
still meet my 14 hour goal.   

The run was HOT!!  We headed out and hit a hill almost immediately.   I remembered that this would 
be here and it was one of the only hills.  It didn't seem to take any time to find my running legs but my 
times weren't what I was hoping for.  Oh well- give it all you have, 9minutes running 1 minute walk 
through the aid stations, and 26.2 of them.  Let’s get this done!!  I remember the first few miles not 
feeling great- I couldn't believe we had a marathon to run. The course was scenic though and I enjoyed 
it.    The Eastshore neighborhood was beautiful, and we ran by where our day had started- at the 
Northshore Park.  I saw a sign that said "it's not 26.2 miles, it's 3 laps"- I like it!  The next few miles 
were a blur and I was hurting after the first loop.  I know to expect this; mile 8 is never good for me.  
However, we made it back to the waterway and the fans were phenomenal.  My family saw me across 
the water and this lifted my spirits.  We looped over and I ran by them- loved it!!  High fives & smiles 
from them was just what I needed.  I ran a little further and saw my Sole Sis- I told her I was struggling.  
She said, "no friend you got this, you look good."  Thank you for those words- I started to pick it up a 
little.  I made it to another area & WOW- there were these pretty men in their bikini bottoms all tan & 
toned rocking out on the course- YES- I loved it!! There were women too dancing in their bikinis but the 
5-6 guys were a good distraction- looking forward to loop 2 &3.  Loop 2 continued on, feeling like an 
eternity, but it wasn't too bad yet; after all I was getting closer to being finished.  It was a little 
disheartening being on a 3 Ioop run because mile 3 was also almost mile 12 and mile 21 so you were 
always hoping you were further along. I was just tired of eating at this point so I grabbed a cup of almost 
everything on the aid stations- water to pour on my head, ice to put in my sports bra- words of wisdom 
from my Endurance Guru Coach- and COKE!! I haven't drunk real coke in years but on these hot runs, it 
taste amazing!!! I used it on the 70.3 course too.  I would shove an orange in my mouth & a pretzel, 
then start running again.  This continued to about mile 20. Of course, we did make it back to the 
waterway and I saw Morrow again- love seeing my teammates!! I passed funny signs that read 
"Remember, you paid for this"- very true or "smile or you can't pass this sign."  I heard my family and 
friends again across the water; I was so ready to see them.  When I looped around, they were so 
proudly holding a "will run for Cupcakes" sign- they were so proud and on any typical day, I can eat my 
weight in cupcakes but the mere thought of a cupcake was about to make me upchuck.   The high 5s 
and encouraging words picked me up again and as I passed them, I found my sole sis.  This loop I 
realized that Deidra had come down and was cheering for me- such a great work family. I realized too 
that Carmen had brought her sister and Mom to cheer as well.  The love of my family and friends 
overwhelmed me.  I managed to see Kyle across the water too.   I had told myself that if I would run 
20 miles at my planned 9 &1 then I could treat myself and 4 &1 the last 6 miles.  I was hurting at mile 
21 & 22.  I did take a run 4 minute & walk 1 min. approach at mile 21 then a 6 & 1 at mile 22.  By then 
I felt a little better and I was ready to be done.  I had already yelled to the family “last lap” and saw my 
dancing guys on the course.  I had hoped one of them would run the course and help make me go 
faster:-)  The encouragement continued all over the run course though- it was phenomenal!  I passed 
a 70 year old man on the course & told him how inspiring he was.  I hope I'm him at 70.  By this time I 
had drank so much, that I was using the bathroom more frequently.  We ran through Northshore and 
there were more people out there dancing- I love high energy fans!!    I continued through the aid 
stations with water to pour on me, a sip of Perform, ice for my bra & now my coke, another orange in 
my mouth and back to running! They offered chicken broth too, but that did not sound appetizing at all.  
At mile 23 or so, they had twizzlers-that sounded good so I grabbed it.  I finally made it back to the 



water way and saw my fan club. I waved & yelled loudly, that I'd see them at the finish line.  They 
waited for me to run by them one last time, all cheering and my Mom screaming "enjoy these last miles 
baby!!!"  And believe it or not, I did. I saw more friends on the course, Carmen's BIL & SIL popped up 
somewhere here and once again, I couldn't believe the outpour of love & support.  I opted not to stop 
at mile 25 because I was so close.  I was so happy to veer right where it said Finish.  The last half mile 
was unbelievable!!! Someone yelled- Enjoy the finish!  People are giving you high 5s, cheering for you; 
you can see the excitement in all of their eyes and hear Mike Riley- the IM announcer really well.   I 
cannot believe this journey is coming to an end.  I remembered thinking about the people I had passed 
with IM tattoos and thinking that I would never torture myself twice and then the euphoria came- You 
see your family and friends, screaming with tears in their eyes for you and I slowed briefly to embrace 
these moments.   I started thinking about all of my training and all of the support shown by my fan 
club, and heard those words "Misty Copen, You are an IRONMAN!!!"  I blew a kiss and thanked my 
Sweet Savior for a successful day.   A volunteer grabbed me and walked me through to get my medal, 
take my chip and walk me over for the finisher photo.  I just wanted to see my support crew- I was 
ready to celebrate!!! I found my Hammer Girls & Hill first and they were thrilled. Next came my Sole Sis 
& her family and then my Moma- I told her that I only needed 1 IM- It was mentally tough!!  The rest of 
my family poured in and I saw my hubby & baby boy, my dad, brother, nephew, SIL & Aunt!!  We were 
all so very excited!! I will readily admit it was mentally tougher than I had anticipated.  I am so proud to 
announce though that all of the NET athletes competing, completed it!! I stayed to watch Micah, Kyle, 
Kasey & Bryan all become Ironmen.  We had to go get our bikes before midnight, so I missed the 
Jessicas finishes but was so proud of all of them! 

By Sunday, I had said I might would do a whole IM again with my brother- if he wanted to.  By Monday, 
my hubby started talking about it and I said that I might would do it with him.  It's amazing to see all 
the different walks of life and stories on the course, with one common goal- to become an Ironman.  
The whole process is a soul searching, limit pushing journey. I am so grateful to have had this 
opportunity and I hope to do it again someday, as well as hope to inspire someone else to do it too. 


